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Modern Computational Chemistry
• Historically driven by basic science
– But this is changing – matter & process by design

• Mature simulation (e.g., comp. chem.) is broadly
relevant to new technologies, industry, and policy
decisions
• National Strategic Computing Initiative
– Vision of simulation rapidly transferring basic science
& engineering knowledge, and enabling new
technologies

Challenges
• Chemistry at interfaces
– Incompatible theories for molecules and solids

• Time and length scales
• Limitations of current density functionals
– Long-range interactions, exchange

• Speed and accuracy of many-body methods
– Slow convergence; scaling with system size

• Accurate treatment of excited states & scattering
• Coupling of electronic and nuclear motion
• Spectroscopy (e.g., Raman – 3rd derivatives!)

The Electronic Schrödinger Equation
• A 2nd-order, linear, partial differential
equation in 3N dimensions (N electrons)
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Solving the Schrödinger Equation
• After 80+ years of trying we still cannot
except for very simple systems
• Several approaches
– Ab initio theory ... construct approximation wave
functions that can be systematically improved to
give the exact result ... with a BIG enough
computer
– Density functional theory
– Quantum Monte Carlo
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Ab Initio Hierarchy of
Wavefunctions
• How do we construct and compute systematically
improvable approximations that converge to the
correct answer?
– Answering this question both theoretically and
practically consumed the first 40 years of
computational chemistry (195x-199x)
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Ab initio hierarchy
• Configuration interaction
– A linear expansion
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• Coupled cluster theory
– A non-linear expansion
– CCSD(T) is the “gold standard” - cost is O(N7)
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Correlation Consistent Basis Sets
●

The ability to systematically converge
to the right answer for the right reasons
is hugely significant

[“Gaussian Basis Sets for Use in Molecular
Calculations. I. Contraction of (9s5p) Atomic Basis
Sets for the First Row Atoms,” Journal of
Chemical Physics, 53, 2823- 2833 (1970).]
“Gaussian Basis Sets for Use in Correlated Molecular
Calculations. I. The Atoms Boron through Neon
and Hydrogen,” Journal of Chemical Physics, 90,
1007-1023 (1989)
“Electron Affinities of the First-Row Atoms
Revisited. Systematic Basis Sets and Wave
Functions,” with R. A. Kendall, and R. J. Harrison,
Journal of Chemical Physics, 96, 6796-6806
(1992)
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Bak, Gauss, Jorgensen, Olsen, Helgaker, Stanton

Accuracy of MP2, CISD, …
• Part of problem set is to evaluate MP2
Structures of 19 molecules
correction to molecules previously discussed
analyzed in correlation
consistent basis sets with corevalence correlation.
• MP2 results for small molecules
HF – DZ adequate
MP2 – TZ adequate, big
improvement over HF
CCSD – no improvement over
MP2
CCSD(T) – DZ inadequate
Core-core and core-valence
correlation important for highprecision.
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Walter Kohn (left) and John Pople (right) receiving their shared Nobel prize.
Kohn - "for his development of the density-functional theory”
Pople - "for his development of computational methods in quantum chemistry"
http://www.nobel.se/chemistry/laureates/1998/
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Density Functional Theory – I
• First Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (1964)
– The electron density determines the external
potential (within an additive constant)
– Hence, (r) determines all ground-state electronic
properties
– Wilson’s simple argument
for molecules
• The slope of the cusps in
the density at the nuclei are
determined by the nuclear
charge … and vice versa

a

b
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Density Functional Theory – II
• Second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem
– For a trial density ρ( r ) , such that ρ(r )≥0
3
ρ
(
r)
d
r =N , then E 0≤E [ρ ]
and ∫
– I.e., an approximate, but physical, density for an
N-electron system gives a variational upper bound
to the energy.
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Density Functional Theory - III
• The most widely applicable approach to electronic structure
– Problems and failures far outweighed by successes and generality
– Extended and applied to many different types of systems and properties
– Came to chemistry from solid-state physics
• Initial experience in chemistry was very negative – now very positive
• Physicists were asking different questions, of different systems with different
requirements for precision

• Must be applied with calibration against ab initio wave function
methods or experiment
– There is, as yet, no systematic approach to the exact answer via DFT
– Calibration has been done for many types of systems
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Problems for DFT
• Weak interactions
– missing long-range correlation, dispersion

• Self-interaction
– incorrect H-atom, wave function tail, excitons

• Excited states and open-shells
– symmetry breaking, adiabatic approximation

• True time-dependence
– current density, singlet-triplet splitting

• Relativistic effects
• Size-dependence of calculations
• No systematic path for improvement
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The Nature of Scattering Problems
Map known “incoming” solutions onto
known “outgoing” solutions
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Boundary conditions (e.g. one particle)
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Why Are These Problems Difficult?
• E.g., double photoionization of atoms and molecules and electronimpact ionization are processes that place two electrons “in the
continuum”
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• The final state contains three separating charged particles
e-

+, ++
e• All states, bound and continuum will be contained in the scattered wave.
• In the absence of correlation there would be essentially no cross section -- e.g., He:
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What’s missing
• Rigorous UQ
– Theory, simulation and integration with experiment

• Data sharing and collaboration
– Limited and unexpectedly hard even after decades

• Explosion of data and its utility
– Data driven/assisted discovery; machine learning

• Workflow
– Capturing data over the entire research life cycle

• What can we learn from other domains?
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Major Research Facilities
National Synchrotron Light Source
• One of world’s most powerful tools observing

National Synchrotron Light Source

structure and behavior of materials
• Researching energy, Alzheimer’s disease,
breast cancer, HIV/AIDS, environmental cleanup
technology and more
• Operations ending on September 30, 2014

National Synchrotron Light Source II

National Synchrotron Light Source II

•
•
•
•
•

Soon to be world’s brightest X-ray light source
$960 million project - hundreds of local jobs
Scheduled for completion in 2014
Approx. 3,000 visiting researchers
1/3 from NYS

Center for Functional Nanomaterials
• Exploring energy science at the nanoscale
• Building new materials atom-by-atom to achieve
desired properties and functions
Center for Functional Nanomaterials
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Major Research Facilities
RHIC

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)

• 2.4 mile circumference
• Studying the origins of universe through ion
collisions revealing make up of visible
matter
• Discovery of the ‘perfect liquid’

New York Center for
Computational Science

Blue Gene/Q Supercomputers

• Partnership between BNL & Stony Brook
University
• IBM Blue Gene/Q supercomputers
• Supports broad range of research

Long Island Solar Farm
•
•
•
Long Island Solar Farm

Partnership between BNL, LIPA and
BPSolar
32MW Peak to power 4500 L.I. homes
Unique opportunity to study renewables in
the Northeast and test new Grid
technologies
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The Long Term View

BNL Major Science Drivers Over The Next Decade
Energy S&T

Origins of Matter & Mass

• Unprecedented capabilities of NSLS-II and
CFN drive the science program

• Complete RHIC NP mission

• BES, BER core program leadership

• Design, construct, and commission eRHIC

• Integrated Centers for Energy Science
(ICES) starting w/ catalysis and grid/storage

• Leadership roles within HEP priorities

• In operando experimentation
• Regionally focused grid research

• ATF--user facility supporting HEP
stewardship mission
• Capabilities for related work e.g., BLIP,
NSRL, hadron therapy

Computational Science
Emerging Core Capability Essential for BNL Science
• Lab level initiative reporting to the DDST
• Leveraging RACF, CSC, CFN to enable NSLS-II
data management
• Partnerships: SBU, IBM, Intel, and Columbia

National Security
• NRC, DOS, RAP, NNSA, DoD

• Radiation detector development

• Support for diplomacy, treaties, and IAEA
Safeguards

• Strong coupling to Northeast Region security and
emergency response needs

12 Core Capabilities Underpin All of Our Work
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BNL Center for Data Driven
Discovery (C3D)
• Focus BNL’s diverse expertise
in scientific data on the defining
challenges of our time
• Leverage multiple DOE
investments and BNL’s
international leadership and
collaborations
• Integrate the entire laboratory
into an instrument for scientific
discovery
• Partners:
SBU, NYU, Columbia,
IBM
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BNL Center for Data-Driven
Discovery (C3D)
• RACF: RHIC/ATLAS
Computing Facility
- ATLAS: LHC, Higgs
- RHIC: Quark Gluon
Plasma
- LSST: Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope

• DES: Dark Energy Survey
• BOSS: Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey

• NNP: Nucl. non-proliferation

• NSLS-II: X-ray source
• Kbase: bio-informatics
• Nuclear properties DB
• Smart Grid
• NYCCS: HPC center
• CFN: Center for Functional
Nanomaterials

• ARM: Atmospheric research
measurements

• CSC: Center for Sci. Comput.
• Science DMZ: 2x100 Gbit/s
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Billinge
Complex modeling

Cialella Hybertsen Izubuchi
ARM External
Data Center

Nanoscience

QCD

Ernst
RACF

Klimentov

Jensen

Slosar

Katramatos

High-energy physics

Climate Sciences

Cosmology

Advanced networking

Hamilton

Griangrande

Smarter Grid

Atmospheric sciences

Harrison

Malitsky

Yoo

Yue

Sci. computing

NSLS-II Data

Data analytics

Energy sciences

Yu

Maslov

Meng

Hermann

Network, data mining

Systems biology

Accelerator design

National Nuclear
Data Center

Xu

Wenaus

Zschack

Workflow/imaging

HEP/NP data

NSLS-II
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Scientific Knowledge Discovery
Data

Variety

Capture, Management,
Reduction, Fusion,
Analysis, Learning,
Mining, Simulation,
Modeling, Knowledge

Velocity
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High Energy Physics at BNL
Energy
Frontier
ATLAS

Daya Bay - Sin22q13
(neutrino oscillations
and charge-parity
violation)

Intensity
Frontier
DayaBay,
Minos,uBooNE
g-2, mu2e,
LBNE...

1st observation of high-z BAO
peak via Lyman- forest
absorption
(astrophysics: baryon
acoustic oscillation conveys
info about early universe and
constrains dark energy
models)

Cosmic
Frontier
DES, BOSS
LSST

Theory Group
Contributes to all
Frontiers

M(g,g) GeV

3.2-Gpix CCD
camera for LSST

Courtesy M. Ernst

Courtesy M. Ernst

BNL’s Big Data Computing in HEP and NP
RHIC ATLAS Computing Facility (RACF) & Physics Applications Software (PAS) Groups,
BNL Physics Dept

Summary and significance
• CERN’s LHC: the largest scientific
enterprise in big data computing
• RACF@BNL: the largest LHC
computing center outside CERN
• PAS@BNL: home of PanDA, the
LHC’s Exascale workload manager
• RHIC + ATLAS at BNL: 15 years of
experience at the largest data scales
Data research and capabilities
• RACF: cost-effective computing
serving data sets at the O(100PB)
scale (ATLAS is 160 PB today)
- ~30 scientists, IT professionals

• PanDA: processed ~1.3 Exabytes in
200M jobs at ~150 global sites by
~1000 users in 2013
• ~10 scientists, IT professionals in PAS
• Deep expertise in Big Data science

ATLAS: Big Data by any measure
Data frontiers
• Experts in continuous innovation for
cost-effective scaling: ATLAS data
volume will grow 10x in 10 years with
flat budgets
• Leveraging powerful intelligent
networks, agile efficient workload
management, and innovative
distributed data handling to scale in
volume and across diverse platforms
(farms, HPCs, clouds, …)

DOE Systems Biology Knowledgebase

KBase

Integration and modeling
for predictive biology

BNL KBASE leadership team:
Sergei Maslov (co-PI)
Dantong Yu
Multi-laboratory collaboration

What is KBase and
How is it Different?
KBase is the first integrated biological knowledgebase that
combines data for microbes, microbial communities and
plants into a coherent community resource with an
integrated data model and production quality data analysis
pipelines.
KBase is the first large-scale
bioinformatics system to
enable users to upload their
own data, conduct analysis,
build predictive models and
share and publish from their
own workspace.

The Anatomy of a Knowledgebase
KBase exploits Big Data, HPC and Cloud
Data Intensive
Workloads
 Extreme I/O needs
– Feature Extraction
– Clustering
– Variation Analysis






Combination of
throughput and
interactive operations
Reliability is key
Require different
system design points
from commodity
clouds or
supercomputers

BIG DATA

Compute Intensive
Workloads
 Compute bound

Service Oriented
Architecture



– Data access routines
– Analysis functions

– Annotation
– Assembly



Batch-oriented
– Response times
matter
– Can be reordered or
delayed







HPC

Availability is key
– High-availability
– Dynamic provisioning
– API-mediated
resource
management

Throughput limited
HPC systems
designed for this

Interactive
– Requests arrive
constantly

– Need performance



Web Services



Clouds built for this

CLOUD
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BNL’s Big Data Computing in Biology
S. Maslov, S. Yoo, S. McCorkle DOE Systems Biology Knowledgebase (KBase),
SDF Demo at CD14 – Big Data in Genomics
Summary and significance
• KBase – flagship computational
biology project by DOE BER
• SDF Demo at CD14 – Big Data in
Genomics
• BNL leads networks, –omics, plants
areas in KBase. Our partners are
LBNL (PI),ANL,ONL, Cold Spring
Harbor L, Yale U.

• KBase has

Data research and capabilities
• Networks = sparse matrices
• Complex network analysis (Maslov),
Next Generation Sequence (NGS)
data analysis (McCorkle), Systems
Biology Data mining (Yoo)
• Expertise in Computational Systems
Biology and Bioinformatics, Graph
Databases

Data frontiers
• Cost to sequence DNA fell 10,000
fold in 10 years  data volume
grows faster than Moore’s law.
• Personalized medicine  sequences
genome for all of us.
• Efficient ways (like SciDB) to
store/manipulate extremely large
matrix data are needed.
• New ideas for Graph Databases (like
TurboGraph).

~250 networks,
~100,000,000
edges

• Co-expression
network in
Arabidopsis is
shown

Center for Functional Nanomaterials
Theory & Computation Group, Mark S Hybertsen, lead
Summary and significance
• CFN is one of five DOE funded
NSRC’s with a dual mission:
- Enable external user science
- Internal research directed to
energy-related nanomaterials
• Theory/computation: Cross-cutting
group delivering innovative solutions

Research and capabilities
• Diverse staff with expertise including
quantum chemistry, interface
science, catalysis & soft matter
- four career staff, two post-docs

• Intermediate scale HPC facility for
internal research & CFN user
projects (2100 cores, Infiniband)
• Vibrant external user community
with more than 30 active projects,
about 1/3 collaborative with staff

Data frontiers
• Immediate data challenges for
leading experiments: high-speed
TEM image acquisition
• Near term challenges for unique
NSLS-II spectroscopy and imaging
• Theory & simulation challenges to
sample & probe inherent diversity in
nanoscale structures & resultant
distributions of characteristics

BNL Radar Observation Analysis for Cloud Process Studies
Biological, Environmental and Climate Sciences Department, Cloud Processes Group
Michael Jensen, Scott Giangrande, Edward Luke, Karen Johnson

Summary and significance
• Radar Doppler spectra observations
provide insights into details of cloud particle
characteristics and turbulence structures
• Important for understanding cloud lifecycles
and their impacts on climate system
• Collaborators at PNNL, McGill U., NASA
• Supported by DOE Atmospheric System
Research
Data research and capabilities
• Radar Doppler spectra data collected 24/7 at
four DOE ARM sites. Data volumes are on the
order of 1.2 Tbytes per day from all radars
combined..
• New analysis of higher order statistical
moments of spectra, with links to highresolution cloud modeling allow quantification
of important cloud process (e.g. precipitation
onset)
• Leveraging of GPU processing facilitates high
speed processing and statistical analysis

Observing Drizzle Formation Processes. A new
technique, using cloud radar Doppler spectra, enables
the quantification of drizzle within cloud during its early
stages of development (right). By conventional
methods, the drizzle would have otherwise been
generally too weak to be differentiated from cloud
(left).

Data frontiers
• Future research will be aimed at multiinstrument integration, optimal estimation
retrieval techniques and real-time processing.
• Bridge from sub-cloud scale processes to
global climate model-scale through large-eddy
simulation and cloud-resolving model
simulations.
• BNL role will be in continued cutting edge
extraction of process information from radar
Doppler spectra and bringing scales from LES
to GCM.

High Performance Computing Enabled In-Operando Microscopy
Image Reconstruction and Visualization
Summary

Reconstructed Material Composition

• Demonstrate BES facilities to share
common algorithms and common ASCR
facilities for High Performance Processing
(HPP)
• Enable near real-time reconstruction and
visualization with large # cores and HP
networks
• Create Mobile Device based GUI to allow
users to access from anywhere

Significance and program relevance

• Apply nano-scale image and
spectroscopic Technology to improve
battery design
• Computation intensive mapping and
reconstruction can be accelerated by
remote data centers
• 3D visualization allows web-based image
navigation

Participants and Presenters
A Multi-Lab/facility Data Pilot (ALS, NSLS-II,
APS):
• LBL: Craig Tull
• BNL: Dantong Yu, Wei Xu, Shun Yao
• ALS: Simon Patton, Jack Deslippe, Abdelilah
Essiari

Physics Based Data Modeling andResearch
Knowledge
Discovery
Framework
D. Yu and S. Yoo BNL Computational Science Center and Stony Brook University
Summary and significance
• Manifold-based framework is applied to
multiple data intensive science domains
• Unsupervised Learning to discover unseen
patterns and trends.
• Robust algorithms under parameter tuning
and noise
• Scalable solutions to handle the volume
and velocity big challenges

Data research and capabilities
• Innovation: developed new mathematical and
statistical models to design data mining and
machine learning tools, create building blocks for
the upper application layer (algorithm design)
• Volume & Velocity: Implemented innovative
algorithms to strike a balance between
performance and cost (algorithm design)
• Variety: Designed application-driven knowledge
discovery method and integrated heterogeneous
data sources and mine knowledge beyond single
dataset (Applications)

Data Mining Frontiers
• More than ten Publications in top
4

ACM/IEEE journals and Conferences.
• Applied these algorithms to Nanoparticle scattering images and extract
phase, local order, coordination
number.
• Applied to Insider Threat Detections

Physics Based Data Modeling andResearch
Knowledge
Discovery
Framework
D. Yu and S. Yoo BNL Computational Science Center and Stony Brook University
Summary and significance
• Manifold-based framework is applied to
multiple data intensive science domains
• Unsupervised Learning to discover unseen
patterns and trends.
• Robust algorithms under parameter tuning
and noise
• Scalable solutions to handle the volume
and velocity big challenges

Data research and capabilities
• Innovation: developed new mathematical and
statistical models to design data mining and
machine learning tools, create building blocks for
the upper application layer (algorithm design)
• Volume & Velocity: Implemented innovative
algorithms to strike a balance between
performance and cost (algorithm design)
• Variety: Designed application-driven knowledge
discovery method and integrated heterogeneous
data sources and mine knowledge beyond single
dataset (Applications)

Data Mining Frontiers
• More than ten Publications in top
4

ACM/IEEE journals and Conferences.
• Applied these algorithms to Nanoparticle scattering images and extract
phase, local order, coordination
number.
• Applied to Insider Threat Detections

NSLS-II: Detector to archive:
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Seamless integration of data from
real and virtual experiments for
early science research at NSLS-II
• Facility wide solution: integrate multiple beam lines and experiments into a
single scientific instrument
• Manage data from capture, through analysis, to publication and archive

Vision: BNL as an Integrated Scientific Instrument
Application-driven Integrated Data Solution Center
Use Cases: Battery, Fuel-cell, Smart-grid, Solar Energy, Human Microbiome
Knowledge Database, Severe Weather Hazard Prediction

Measurement Data (BNL)

Theory and Modeling (BNL/SBU)

Type: scattering, spectroscopy, image,
power sensor data.
Facilities: NSLS-II, CFN, Power grid,
Genome Center
Probes: XRD, TEM, TSI, Satellite,
Ground Based Imager, Sequencing
Information: structural, electronic,
optical, power load, solar irradiance, …

Type: Continuum, mesoscale, nanoscale,
atomistic, quantum, non-equilibrium
Approaches: MD, WRF, Density functional
theory, …
Information: (1) complementary to expt.,
measurement, monitoring (2) simulation.

Computing and Data Processing Tools
•
•
•

Numerical analysis
Data management/storage
Visualization

•
•
•

Data Mining Machine learning
Statistical learning
Integration
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The Future
of Computing
Performance:
Game Over or Next Level?
Samuel H. Fuller, Chair

Presented with Comments by Mark D. Hill
March 22, 2011

May 12, 2011 @ U. Wisconsin
Computer Science and Telecommunications Board (CSTB)
National Research Council (NRC)

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12980#toc
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~markhill/NRCgameover_wisconsin_2011_05.pptx

Processor Performance Plateaued about 2004

(F1)

Microprocessor Performance “Expectation Gap” over Time (1985-2020 projected)
1,000,000

100,000

The Expectation Gap
10,000

~5x ~15x ~75x

1,000

100

E.g., also Extremetech
http://goo.gl/3Dzw2
http://goo.gl/BGBDo
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Technology path

Looking forward – no escape
• It’s not just the core count – it’s total concurrency
– SIMD width, pipeline depth, multi-instruction issue, ...

• What is the lifetime of your code?
– 2012 – 64 cores/socket
– 2016 – 72+
– 2023 – 256+

• In 2023 1+M cores will
be a campus resource
– I.e., exascale technology
is relevant to you
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End of “serial” computing
• Parallelism is now the only path to increased performance
– Simultaneously executing multiple operations and entire tasks

• How much is necessary for peak performance?
Computer

Ops/cycle

Mythical serial computer

1

2013 Intel desktop chip

32

2015 Intel desktop chip

64-128

2020 Intel desktop chip

1024

2012 Intel MIC chip

1024

2013 Supercomputer

107

2022 Supercomputer

109

I.e., this affects everyone, not
just HPC users.
If your code is serial, it will run
slower by up to this factor.
Growth in parallelism mostly
on chip (vectors, cores, …)

• Actually started in mid 1990s but we collectively ignored it

Preparing for the computing future
• Science and computer science students
commonly not prepared for this future
– Taught sequential not parallel programming
– Little awareness of performance or architecture

• Many computer programs written now will live
for at least 10 years into the future
– But designed to run on computers from 10 years past

• Individual research groups, small institutions,
disciplines new to computing, most companies,
do not have the awareness, skills, resources, to
navigate this transition
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